
Item no.: 376733

MCTV-252 - Konwerter satelitarny Maclean, LNB, multiroom, twin, premium,

from 5,98 EUR
Item no.: 376733

shipping weight: 0.20 kg
Manufacturer: Maclean Brackets

Product Description
The premium LNB satellite converter has two integrated full-range converters in one housing. The Twin Maclean MCTV-252 converter is a premium device with a very low noise
ratio. HD signals can be received without any problems. The converter is attached to a satellite dish using a standard 40 mm bracket. The MCTV-252 premium converter has an
embossed logo on the housing to ensure that you are buying the original Maclean converter!High-quality, universal twin satellite (LNB) converter MCTV-252 with 0.3 dB noise. It
enables the connection of two satellite receivers or one SAT receiver with one recorder and two independent heads (LNB inputs), e.g.: N-Box recorder. It works very well in SAT
multiroom installations. The new, even better version of the premium converter is characterised by improved design, better performance and a gain of up to 60 dB, giving you a
strong signal in all conditions.- Input frequency: 10.70 - 12.75 GHz- Noise ratio: 0.3 dB- Gain: 60 dB- Lower LO generator frequency: 950-1950 MHz- Upper LO generator frequency:
1100-2150 MHz- Output frequency: 9.75 / 10.6 GHz- Operating temperature: -40 / + 70 ° C- Weather resistant- LNB Twin Maclean Premium MCTV-252 satellite converter-
Manufacturer's packaging- Proof of purchasePrecise workmanship and high technical parameters result in less influence of weather conditions on the quality of the received signal.
Converters are used when connecting two satellite receivers or when connecting PVR tuners and recorders.Amplification at the level of 60 dB guarantees quality comparable to
many times more expensive converters. Precise processing and high technical parameters result in less influence of weather conditions on the quality of the received signal. Twin -
two individual converters in one housing. It works independently with two satellite receivers or one recorder. The Twin Maclean MCTV-252 converter enables simultaneous
recording and display of different channels from different bands and polarity (V and H).- Full HDTV support- Possibility of mounting on: 2 tuners- Gain: 60 dB- Handle diameter: 40
mm- Low energy consumption- The original product from Maclean Premium- Weatherproof
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